
Instructions

Ravensburger.com/DisneyVillainousGamePlay

To learn how to play, watch the video:

Take on the role of a Disney Villain.  
To win, you must explore your 
character’s unique abilities and 
discover how to achieve your 

own story-based objective. Each 
Villain Guide will inspire you with 
strategies and tips. Once you’ve 
figured out the best way to play  

as one Villain, try to master another. 
There are three different Villains in 
this game, and each one achieves 

victory in a different way!

2 or 3 Players • Ages 10 and Up • 40 to 60 Minutes

™
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V OODOO EMPORIUM

DR. FACILIER

THE PARADE TIANA’S PLACE THE BAYOU
Control the Talisman
 and successfully rule  

New Orleans.

DR. FACILIER’S

OBJECTIVE

FORTUNE PILE

1

13

THE UNDERWORLD

HADES

THEBES THE GARDENS MOUNT OLYMPUS

HADES’ OBJECTIVE

Start your turn with 
three Titans at  

Mount Olympus.

2

1

2

3
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LABORATORY

EVIL QUEEN

THE WOODS THE MINE DWARFS’ COTTAGE
Unlocks once four different ingredients have been played.

EVIL QUEEN’S

OBJECTIVE

Defeat Snow White.

INGREDIENTS

POISON

D R .  F A C I L I E R

H A D E S

E V I L  Q U E E N

D R .  F A C I L I E R

H A D E S

E V I L  Q U E E N

ACTION SYMBOLS

Gain Power

Discard Cards

Move a HeroPlay a Card

Vanquish

Move an 
Item or Ally

Activate

Fate

ACTION SYMBOLS

Gain Power

Discard Cards

Move a HeroPlay a Card

Vanquish

Move an 
Item or Ally

Activate

Fate

ACTION SYMBOLS

Gain Power

Discard Cards

Move a HeroPlay a Card

Vanquish

Move an 
Item or Ally

Activate

Fate

DR. FACILIER

VILLAIN GUIDE

HADES

VILLAIN GUIDE

EVIL QUEEN
VILLAIN GUIDE

2 3

Components

40 Power 
Tokens

1 Lock 
Token

3 Boards

1 Fate 
Token

3 Villain 
Movers

Dr. Facilier

Hades

Evil Queen

3 Villain Decks  
(30 cards each)

3 Fate Decks  
(15 cards each)

3 Reference Cards3 Villain Guides

Each player takes the role of a different Disney Villain, and each Villain has a 
different Objective they are trying to achieve. Each turn, you will move your 
Villain Mover to a location on your Board and perform the actions that are 
available there. Through these actions, you will play cards from your Villain 
deck as you work to achieve your Objective. On their turns, your opponents 
may play cards from your Fate deck to hinder your progress.

Game Overview

Reference CardVillain Guide ACTION SYMBOLS

Gain Power

Discard Cards

Move a HeroPlay a Card

Vanquish

Move an 
Item or Ally

Activate

Fate
DR. FACILIER must play the Talisman 
and Rule New Orleans, and then play 
The Cards Will Tell to try and reveal Rule 
New Orleans from the Fortune pile. 
Opponents may want to play Heroes 
with a Strength of 3 or less to steal 
the Talisman, put lots of cards into the 
Fortune pile, and discard the Cane.

HADES must play Titans and move 
them so he has at least three untrapped 
Titans at Mount Olympus at the start of 
his turn.* Opponents may want to move 
Titans back toward The Underworld, trap 
Titans, and discard the Chariot.

*Hades can only win at the start of his turn.

VILLAIN OBJECTIVES

Opponents may want to play the 
Dwarfs to make Snow White stronger, 
deplete Evil Queen’s Poison, and 
discard the Magic Mirror.

Brew Poison

EVIL QUEEN must play four 
different Ingredients, bring Snow White 
into the Realm, get enough Poison to 
defeat her, and then play Take A Bite. 
Evil Queen has a unique action she may 
perform to help her reach her Objective:

©Disney USe01

Make Them Mortal
Mortality Potion will help you defeat Heroes without sacrificing your Titans. If you play Mortality Potion on a Hero, you’ll be able to use Titans to defeat that Hero without discarding the Titans. Any Allies used are discarded as normal.

When Mortality Potion is played, attach it to a Hero. 
Titans used to defeat that 
Hero are not discarded.

MORTALITY POTION

Item

2

Ride Your Chariot
Chariot will give you extra actions during the game. After performing your normal actions, if Chariot is at your location, you may “ride” the Chariot to any other location and perform one available action there. Chariot may only be used once per turn and may not be used to perform a Fate action. You may use Chariot in the same turn you play it.

CHARIOT

Once per turn, if Hades is at this location, you may move Hades and Chariot to any location and perform one available action at the new location. You cannot use Chariot to perform Fate actions.
Item

3

Titans

Titan is a card type unique 

to Hades. You must lead at 

least three Titans to Mount 

Olympus in order to achieve 

victory. There are five Titans 

in your deck and each one 

has a powerful Ability. 

Titans function much like 

your Allies, but they must be played to The 

Underworld. You may move a Titan using the 

Move an Item or Ally action. Don’t forget to use 

the Titan’s Ability each time he is moved. 

Just like Allies, Titans may 

be used to defeat Heroes 

by performing the Vanquish 

action. However, because 

they are still discarded when 

used to defeat a Hero, this 

could set you back in getting 

Titans to Mount Olympus.

LYTHOS

Lythos can only be played 

to The Underworld.

When Lythos is moved, you may 

perform a Vanquish action at his 

new location. Lythos must  

be used in that action.

Titan 

3

4

HYDROS

Hydros can only be played 

to The Underworld.

Heroes at Hydros’ location 

get -1 Strength and cannot 

be moved by Fate cards.

Titan 

2

3

HADES
VILLAIN GUIDE

The Reference Card lists how each Villain 
achieves their Objective. This will help you 
determine if an opponent is approaching victory 
and how to slow their progress. It also identifies 
the action symbols found on your Board.

There is a Villain Guide for each Villain that includes details on their 
Objective and other information unique to them. Before playing 
as a Villain, it is a good idea to read that specific Villain Guide. Keep 
the Villain Guide handy during the game for reference.

Objective
As soon as a player has achieved their Villain’s Objective, the game ends and 
that player is the winner! Refer to your Villain Guide for tips on how to achieve 
your Villain’s Objective.

Note: Hades’ Objective is only achieved at the start of his turn, 
as stated on his Board.
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DWARFS’ COTTAGE
ocks once four different ingredients have been played.

21

LABORATORY

EVIL QUEEN

THE WOODS

EVIL QUEEN’S

OBJECTIVE

Defeat Snow White.

INGREDIENTS

POISON

4 5

2nd Player1st Player 3rd Player

Player Setup 
Example

1 2

5

3

4

Setup

Lock Token
(Evil Queen only)

Villain Mover

Board

Starting Hand

Fate Deck

Fate  
Discard Pile

Villain  
Discard Pile

Villain Deck

Each player chooses 
a Villain and takes the 
corresponding Board, Villain 
Mover, Villain deck, Fate 
deck, and Villain Guide, as 
well as a Reference Card.

Place your Board in front of 
you. Each Board contains four 
locations. Place your Villain Mover 
on the left-most location.

Draw a starting hand of four cards 
from your Villain deck. You may 
look at your cards, but keep them 
hidden from the other players.

If the right-most location has a 
lock symbol in the corner, place 
a Lock Token on that location.

Shuffle your Villain deck and 
place it face down to the left 
of your Board. Leave room 
for a discard pile.

6

9

7

8

Shuffle your Fate deck and 
place it face down to the 
right of your Board. Leave 
room for a discard pile.

Each player reads the 
Objective on their 
Board out loud so all 
players know each 
Villain’s Objective.

Place the Power 
Tokens within reach 
of all players to 
form the Supply.

Choose a player to go first. The 
first player does not start with any 
Power. The second player starts 
the game with one Power. The 
third player starts with two Power.

Lock Token

Lock Symbol 
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THE UNDERWORLD

HADES

THEBES THE GARDENS MOUNT OLYMPUS

HADES’ OBJECTIVE

Start your turn with 
three Titans at  

Mount Olympus.

2

HYDROS

Hydros can only be played 
to The Underworld.

Heroes at Hydros’ location 
get -1 Strength and cannot 
be moved by Fate cards.

Titan 

2

3

CHARIOT

Once per turn, if Hades is at this 
location, you may move Hades 
and Chariot to any location and 
perform one available action at 

the new location. You cannot use 
Chariot to perform Fate actions.

Item

3

Pyros can only be played 
to The Underworld.

When Pyros is moved, you 
may untrap one Titan at 

his new location.

PYROS

Titan 
4

3

MEDALLION

When Medallion is played, 
attach it to a Hero. That 
Hero gets +2 Strength.

Item
+2

Hero

PEGASUS

When Pegasus is played,  
you may move an untrapped 

Titan from his location to  
an adjacent location.

3

6 7

Move Your Villain
Move your Villain Mover to a different location. You may move to any 
location in your Realm, as long as it is not locked. You may not stay at 
your previous location.

Each player has their own Board, 
representing their Villain’s Realm. 
All cards played to your Board 
are considered to be in your 
Realm. Cards in your hand, decks, 
and discard piles are not in your 
Realm. Card Abilities only affect 
cards in the same Realm.

Your Realm

Mid-Game Example

Note: No card in one 
Villain’s Realm will ever 
affect a card in another 
Villain’s Realm.

Villain Cards 
You play Villain cards 

to the bottom of 
your Board.

Fate Cards 
Your opponents play 
Fate cards to the top 

of your Board.

Objective
Each Villain has a different 

Objective they must 
achieve to win the game.

Locations  
Each Realm has four 

named locations  
you may move  
your Villain to. 

Actions  
Each location has 

symbols for actions you 
may perform when you 
move to that location.

The Lock Token 
indicates that this 
location is locked. 
You may not move 
to a locked location.

1

3 Draw Cards
At the end of your turn, if you have fewer 
than four cards in your hand, draw from 
your Villain deck until you have four. 

If your Villain deck is empty and you need 
to draw more cards, shuffle your discard 
pile to form a new deck.

On Your Turn  Do the following, in this order:

2 Perform Actions
Each location has symbols representing the actions you may take when 
you move there. For each symbol that appears, you may perform the 
corresponding action one time. All actions are optional and may be 
performed in any order. (See Types of Actions for details.)

During the game, actions may be covered by Fate cards. If an action is 
covered, that action is unavailable and may not be performed until the 
card covering it is moved or discarded. When an action is uncovered, it 
is immediately available and may be performed if your Villain is at that 
location and it is still your turn.

Now it’s the next player’s turn.

Note: You must wait 
until the end of your 
turn to draw cards, 
even if you have fewer 
than four cards at the 
start of your turn.

3

12

THE PARADE TIANA’S PLACE THE BAYOU

Actions covered by a card 
are not available and may 
not be performed.

If you move to this 
location, you may 
perform all four actions.

Hero

NAVEEN

When Naveen is played, 
you may move each Hero 

in Dr. Facilier’s Realm to 
an adjacent location.

4

If you move to this 
location, you may perform 
only these two actions.



Ally

1

2

Item

Pay 3 

Power

Hero

HeroEffect

8 9

Types of Actions Activate     

Choose one Item or Ally in your Realm with an Activate symbol. Pay the 
card’s Activation Cost, if any, and resolve the card’s Activated Ability. You 
may not activate a card at a locked location. (See Activated Abilities on page 15.)

Example: Pay the 
Cost (1 Power), then 
play this Ally to any 
unlocked location.

Example: Take 2 Power.

Gain Power  

Take Power from the Supply equal to the number in the symbol on your 
location. Keep your Power next to your board. Power is the currency of 
the game. You need Power to play cards and activate Abilities. 

Fate     

Choose an opponent to target. Reveal* two cards from the top of that 
opponent’s Fate deck. Choose one card to play and discard the other 
face up to that opponent’s Fate discard pile. You decide how to use the 
Fate card’s Ability against your opponent. By taking a Fate action, you can 
disrupt an opponent’s progress.

A Hero may be played to any location in that opponent’s Realm, as long as 
it is not locked. Play the card to the top of their Board, covering the top of 
the location. (See Types of Cards for details.)

If an opponent’s Fate deck is empty and you need to reveal more cards, 
they shuffle their Fate discard pile to form a new deck.

*See “Revealing” Cards and “Looking at” Cards on page 17.

Play a Card  
Play a card from your hand. You must perform this action in order to play 
a card, and you may play only one card for each Play a Card symbol on 
your location.

Most cards have a Cost that is shown in the upper left corner. When you 
play a card, you must pay its Cost by returning that many Power to the 
Supply. If you do not have enough Power to pay a card’s Cost, you may 
not play the card.

An Item or Ally may be played to any location in your Realm, as long 
as it is not locked. Play the card to the bottom of your Board, below the 
location. (See Types of Cards for details.)

Example: Pay 
3 Power to 
activate this card’s 
Activated Ability.

Note: Your Villain’s location dictates 
what actions you may perform. 
However, those actions may affect cards 
at locations throughout your Realm, as 
long as the location is not locked.

Opponent’s 
Fate 

Discard Pile
Opponent’s 
Fate Deck

Example: You reveal two cards from an 
opponent’s Fate deck, and choose to play the 
Hero. Discard the other card you revealed 
to the opponent’s Fate discard pile. Play 
the Hero to any unlocked location in the 
opponent’s Realm, covering the action 
symbols on the top of that location.



Hero

Item

2

Hero
5

2

Ally 
3
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Example: Move a Hero from 
any unlocked location to an 
adjacent unlocked location.

Example: Move an Item from 
any unlocked location to an 
adjacent unlocked location.

Vanquish    

Defeat one Hero at any location in your Realm by using one or more 
Allies that are already at the same location as the Hero.

Each Ally and Hero has a Strength (lower left corner) which may be 
modified by other cards in the Realm. The Ally must have a Strength 
equal to or higher than the Hero’s Strength. Multiple Allies may be 
used by adding their Strengths together. 

To Vanquish the Hero, discard the Ally (or Allies) to your Villain discard 
pile. Discard the defeated Hero to your Fate discard pile.

Move a Hero    

Move one Hero at any location in your Realm to an 
adjacent location. You may not move a Hero into or 
out of a locked location. Discard Cards  

Discard as many cards as you wish from your hand. Cards should be 
discarded face up to your Villain discard pile. Getting rid of unwanted 
cards will give you new options on your next turn. 

When discarding, do not immediately draw new cards. You must wait 
until the end of your turn to draw back to four cards.

Move an Item or Ally  

Move one Item or one Ally at any location in your 
Realm to an adjacent location. 

You may not move an Item or Ally into or out of a 
locked location. You may not move an Item that is 
attached to an Ally or a Hero.

Example: You have three Allies at the same location as a Hero with a Strength 
of 5. Because two of the Allies have a combined Strength of 5 (3+2), only those 
two Allies need to be used to Vanquish the Hero. Discard the Hero and the two 
Allies. The third Ally remains at the location.

Villain  
Discard Pile

Fate  
Discard Pile

Types of Actions, continued 

Note: Each Board is different. Some of the actions may not appear 
on your Board and some Villains have additional actions unique to 
them. These are explained in their respective Villain Guides.
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ACHILLES’ HEEL

Choose a Hero. That Hero 
gets -2 Strength until 
the end of your turn.

1

Effect

Cost

Ability

Name

Card Type

Effect cards appear in both the Villain 
deck and the Fate deck and are one-time 
events. To play an Effect, pay its Cost (if 
one is shown in the upper left corner), do 
what the card says, then discard it face 
up to the appropriate discard pile. If you 
cannot do what the card says, you may 
not play that Effect. Effects are considered 
to be in the Realm when they are played, 
but leave the Realm when discarded.

Effect

1

Discard Pile

Example: Pay 
1 Power to play 
this card, then 
discard it face up.

Effect

LIGHTNING BOLT

Choose a location in Hades’ 
Realm. All Titans at that  

location are trapped.
Ability

Name

Card Type

Types of Cards

Each player has two decks of cards: 
Villain cards (with colored backs) and Fate 
cards (with white backs). You play your 
Villain cards from your hand, usually to 
the bottom of your Board, while your 
opponents play your Fate cards to the 
top of your Board.

Any card that is at a location on your 
Board is considered to be in your Villain’s 
Realm. A card’s Ability is ongoing and in 
effect for as long as the card remains in 
your Realm.

There is no limit to the number of Villain 
cards or Fate cards that may be played 
to a location. As cards are played to 
locations, slightly offset them so all cards 
at a location can be seen.

H A D E SH A D E S

Villain Cards Fate Cards

Hero

ZEUS

If a Titan moves to Zeus’  
location, that Titan is 
immediately trapped  

before the Titan’s  
Ability is triggered.

5Strength

Ability

Name

Card Type

WAITING FOR 
FINAL ART

If Hades is at Panic’s  
location, the Cost to play  
Items, Allies, and Titans  
is reduced by 1 Power.

PANIC

Ally 
2

1

Strength

Cost

Ability

Name

Card Type

Ally cards appear only in the Villain deck 
and represent your Villain’s henchmen 
and helpers. To play an Ally, pay its Cost 
(shown in the upper left corner) and place 
the card below any unlocked location in 
your Realm. 

Once Allies have been played to a location, 
you may use them to defeat Heroes at the 
same location by performing the Vanquish 
action. Each Ally has a Strength (shown 
in the lower left corner), which may be 
modified by other cards in the Realm. 
Additionally, most Allies have an Ability 
that affects other cards or actions. Once 
an Ally is in your Realm, you’ll need to 
decide whether to use it to defeat a Hero 
or keep it in your Realm for its Ability.

Hero cards appear only in the Fate deck 
and represent the irksome do-gooders who 
are trying to stop your Villain’s sinister plans. 
You play Heroes from your opponents’ Fate 
decks by performing the Fate action. To 
play a Hero, place the card so it is covering 
the top of any unlocked location in that 
opponent’s Realm.

You can use a Hero to hinder an opponent’s 
progress by covering useful actions. The 
actions covered by a Hero are no longer 
available until the Hero is moved or 
defeated. Each Hero has a Strength (shown 
in the lower left corner), which may be 
modified by other cards in the Realm. 
Additionally, most Heroes have an Ability 
that makes it harder for your opponent to 
achieve their Objective.

If there are multiple Heroes at a location, 
and the Hero covering the action symbols is 
defeated, move any other Heroes down so 
one of them covers the symbols.



Each time a Fate action 
targets you, draw a card.

MAGIC MIRROR

Item

2

Pay 3 Power. 
Find Snow White 

and play her. 

14 15

Condition cards are unusual because you play 
them during an opponent’s turn. They are not 
played by performing a Play a Card action. During 
an opponent’s turn, if you have a Condition in your 
hand and the requirement on the card is met, you 
may immediately play the card, do what it says, 
and then discard it face up to your discard pile. 
There is no limit to the number of Conditions that 
may be played at one time.

After a Condition is played, the opponent’s 
turn continues. Do not draw a new card. 
You must wait until the end of your turn to 
draw back to four cards.

Types of Cards, continued

Activated Abilities

Item cards appear in both the 
Villain deck and the Fate deck and 
have an Ability that affects other 
cards or actions.

To play an Item from the Villain 
deck, pay its Cost (shown in the 
upper left corner) and place the card 
below any unlocked location in 
your Realm, unless the Item says to 
attach it to an Ally or Hero.

If an Item from the Villain deck says 
to attach it to an Ally or Hero, you 
must place the Item under a card of 
that type at an unlocked location in 
your Realm. 

All Items from the Fate deck are 
attached to a Hero. To play an 
Item from the Fate deck, place the 
card under a Hero at any unlocked 
location in the target opponent’s 
Realm.

If there are no cards of the required 
type available to attach an Item to, 
you may not play that Item. If an 
Ally or Hero with an Item attached 
is moved or discarded, all attached 
Items are moved or discarded 
with them. There is no limit to 
the number of Items that may be 
attached to an Ally or Hero.  

Item

Ally 

Example: If an Item says 
it must be attached to an 
Ally, play it underneath 
the Ally of your choice.

MEDALLION

When Medallion is played, 
attach it to a Hero. That 
Hero gets +2 Strength.

Item
+2Strength

Ability

Name

Card Type

Some Items and Allies have Activated Abilities, which are card Abilities 
that must be activated to be used. Cards with an Activated Ability have 
an Activate symbol next to or above an Ability to indicate that this 
Ability is not always in effect. 

A card with an Activated Ability is played to a location as normal. Any 
normal Ability (appearing above the Activate symbol) is ongoing and in 
effect for as long as the card remains in your Realm.

Each time you wish to use the 
card’s Activated Ability, you must 
perform the Activate action and 
pay the Activation Cost, if any. 
You may not activate a card at a 
locked location.
 
If an Ally that has an Activated 
Ability is used to Vanquish a 
Hero, discard it as normal.

CHARIOT

Once per turn, if Hades is at this 
location, you may move Hades 
and Chariot to any location and 
perform one available action at 

the new location. You cannot use 
Chariot to perform Fate actions.

Item

3Cost

Ability

Name

Card Type

RAGE

During their turn, if another 
player defeats a Hero with a 

Strength of 3 or more, you may 
play Rage. Move a Hero in your 

Realm to any location.

Condition

Ability

Name

Card Type

Activate Symbol
Activated 
Ability

Activation 
Cost

Ability

Note: Some Villains have additional card types unique to them. 
These are explained in their respective Villain Guides.
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Includes:

Ursula
Maleficent
Captain Hook
Jafar
Prince John
Queen of Hearts

Reference

Realm   All cards in play on either side of your Board are considered to be in 
your Realm. Effect cards are also considered to be in your Realm when they 
are played. A card only affects other cards in the same Realm. No card in one 
Villain’s Realm will ever affect a card in another Villain’s Realm. Cards in your 
hand, decks, and discard piles are not in your Realm.

Locked Locations  Some Villains have locations that are locked at the 
beginning of the game, but which may be unlocked during the game. A locked 
location is denoted with a Lock Token. A Villain cannot move to a locked 
location, and cards cannot be played to, moved to, or moved from a locked 
location. You cannot attach an Item to an Ally or a Hero at a locked location. 
If a card is at a location that later becomes locked, the card’s Ability remains in 
effect. However, you may not activate the Ability of a card at a locked location.

“Playing” Cards and “Moving” Cards   
Playing a card refers to adding a card to a Villain’s Realm, either from your hand 
or from a Villain or Fate deck. Moving a card refers to taking a card that is in 
your Realm and moving it to a new location. If a card’s Ability is triggered when 
it (or another card) is played, the Ability is not triggered if it is moved. Likewise, 
if a card’s Ability is triggered when it (or another card) is moved, the Ability is not 
triggered if it is played.

“Revealing” Cards and “Looking at” Cards   
If a card instructs you to reveal cards, either from your hand or from the top 
of your Villain or Fate deck, turn the cards so that all players can see them. If 
a card instructs you to look at cards, either from your Villain or Fate deck, you 
may look at them privately, keeping them hidden from the other players. If you 
ever need to reveal or look at a card from a deck when it is empty, shuffle the 
discard pile to form a new deck.

“Finding” a Hero  If a card instructs you to find a specific Hero, take that 
Hero from wherever they are and then do what the card says. First, check to see 
if the Hero is already at a location in the Realm, and if so, remove them from 
that location. If the Hero is not already in the Realm, search the Fate discard 
pile for them. If they are not in the Fate discard pile, search the Fate deck, then 
re-shuffle the Fate deck. After finding them, follow the card instructions, either 
playing them to the location specified or putting them on top of the Fate deck. 
Any Items that were attached to the Hero are discarded, even if the Hero is 
played to the same location they were found at.

“Defeating” Heroes and “Vanquishing” Heroes   
“Defeating” a Hero refers to removing that Hero from the top of your Board, 
either by performing a Vanquish action or by playing a card. “Vanquishing” a 
Hero refers to using one or more Allies at the Hero’s location to defeat it. Card 
Abilities that allow you to “defeat” a Hero do not require you to discard Allies or 
perform a Vanquish action.

Setup  

The fourth player starts the game 
with two Power. The fifth and sixth 
players each start with three Power.

Fate Token  

Use the included Fate Token in a 5- or 6-player game. When you are 
the target of a Fate action, take the Fate Token from the last player 
who was targeted. As long as you have the Fate Token, you may not 
be the target of a Fate action. However, the player with the Fate Token 
is still susceptible to Conditions and other card Abilities.

Mixing Games 

You can mix the Villains in this box with other Disney Villainous games to 
add additional players or explore new rivalries. Discover more Villains, more 
strategies, and more twists of fate! 

Play with up to 6 players using the following additional rules:

4th Player 5th Player 6th Player

The worst takes it all
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Frequently Asked Questions

• What if a card conflicts with the Instructions? 
 

If the Ability on a card violates a rule in the Instructions, the card takes precedence.

• If I can’t do what a card says, can I still play it? 
 

No. If you cannot do what the card says, then you cannot play it. However, if the card 
says “may,” the text that follows is optional. In this case, you may play the card and 
then choose whether or not to do that part of its Ability. If you cannot play a card, 
you can discard it by performing the Discard Cards action. 

• Is there a hand limit? 
 

No. There is no limit to the number of cards in your hand at any time, but you will 
only draw cards at the end of your turn if you have fewer than four.

• What happens if I need to take Power, but the Supply is empty? 
 

Power is considered infinite. You can grab other tokens or coins to use as 
additional Power.

• Can I look through my discard piles? What about an opponent’s 
discard piles? 
 

Yes. All cards that are face up are public, and any player may look through any 
discard pile at any time.

• If I reveal a Fate card that cannot be played, do I get to reveal a 
new one? 
 

No. If a Fate card cannot be played (for example, you revealed an Item and there 
is no Hero in the Realm to attach it to), the card cannot be played and must be 
discarded. If you are taking a Fate action and both cards revealed cannot be played, 
you must discard both of them without effect. Fate favored your opponent this time!

• Can I play or move a Hero to the bottom of the Board? 
 

No. Fate cards are always played to and moved across the top of the Board, unless a 
card Ability specifically instructs you to move a Fate card to the bottom of the Board.

• If multiple Heroes are at one location, do I have to defeat them in a 
certain order? 
 

No. If multiple Heroes are at a location, you may choose which Hero to defeat.

• I have a card that refers to a Hero with a Strength of 3 or less. Does 
this refer to the Strength printed on the Hero card, or do I factor in 
other card Abilities? 
 

Whenever referring to a Hero’s (or Ally’s) Strength, always consider all other card 
Abilities that are in effect in the Realm. For example, if a Hero has a Strength of 5 
printed on their card, but another card in the Realm gives them -1 Strength, then 
that Hero’s Strength is considered to be 4 for all purposes.

• If a Hero’s Strength is reduced to 0 by other card Abilities, can I just 
remove that Hero from the Realm? 
 

No. You must still use a Vanquish action or card Ability to defeat the Hero. However, 
if you use a Vanquish action, no Allies need to be discarded. You can defeat the 
Hero even if you have no Allies at the Hero’s location.

• If I use a card’s Activated Ability, do I then discard it? 
 

No. The card remains in your Realm. There is no limit to the number of times you 
may activate a card’s Ability, provided you use an Activate action and pay the card’s 
Activation Cost, if any, each time.

• Can I play a Condition at any time during another player’s turn, as 
long as the requirement was met at some point during that turn? 
 

No. A Condition card can only be played when the requirement is met. For example, 
if the requirement is that another player defeats a Hero with a Strength of 3 or 
more, you must play your Condition card when that Hero is defeated. You may not 
wait until later in the turn. However, playing a Condition is optional. So in the same 
example, you may choose not to play your Condition, and instead play it later, 
when a different player defeats a Hero or the same player defeats another Hero.

• Before I can win, am I required to defeat all the Heroes in my Realm, 
or have my Villain Mover at a specific location? 
 

No. Only your Objective needs to be achieved in order to win. Your Villain Guide 
describes your Objective and how it is achieved. Some Villains are not required to 
defeat any Heroes, although leaving Heroes in your realm may slow your progress 
toward victory.

• Which Villain is the easiest to win with? 
 

Each Villain, when played with skill and cunning, is equally prepared to achieve 
their Objective. However, the strategies utilized by each Villain vary in complexity. 
Hades is recommended for new players, and Evil Queen is recommended for 
experienced players.
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